New Products
N10
Our next product release will be the
N10 Music Server. The N10 replaces
our first model of four years ago, the
S10. Featuring a full complement of
digital outputs, internal storage of
4TB, 240GB cache drive and a full
linear power supply, the N10 delivers
all the features and sound quality you’ve come to expect from Aurender. Like the current model N100,
the N10 is designed to be expanded
with NAS or USB storage. In fact, we
use the “N” nomenclature to
highlight the “network attachment”
aspect of both devices. The N10 will
begin shipping in July.
N100H
We are pleased to announce another new model, the N100H. Based on the N100, the N100H features
a 2.5 inch 2TB HDD that’s factory installed.
We are offering this derivative model for two reasons. Firstly, we realized the limitations of offering a
model that requires external storage exclusively and AMM for proper file tagging. Secondly, Aurender's
entire model range offers internal storage, therefore by adding storage to the N100, we bring
consistency to the Aurender product line. Of course we will still offer the N100 as a model for those IT
savvy dealers and end‐users who are proficient at using network attached storage devices and AMM.
Since the Aurender interface requirement for external USB or NAS is different from other music servers
on the market, the learning curve is a bit steeper with this model. Consequently, we would strongly
encourage our dealers and distributors to lead with the N100H and reserve the N100 for only those
users qualified and knowledgeable in IT matters and who are willing and able to use AMM. We’ve
priced N100H to be highly competitive and an extremely good value. And should the customer require
more storage, an option would be stepping into an X100L. The N100H will begin shipping mid‐May.
TIDAL
The long awaited integration of TIDAL into Aurender Conductor is now available for download from the
Apple App Store. Detailed instructions for setting up TIDAL can be found here:
https://tidalsupport.zendesk.com/hc/en‐us/articles/202587152‐Aurender
TIDAL integration adds a new dimension of performance to the Aurender Music Server lineup Be sure
to subscribe and demonstrate this lossless music streaming service to your customers.
Munich Shows
Aurender will have product on display at the upcoming High End Society Show 2015 in Munich,
Germany May 14‐17. Our location is Halle 4 E17(Ground Floor) .
Reviews
Aurender products continue to receive accolades and awards by the global audio press. Check out the
Reviews section of our website to see the latest raves and reviews on both our music server products
and FLOW. Additionally, several more will be on the lookout for the June issue of Stereophile where
the FLOW will be reviewed by none other than the esteemed John Atkinson!

